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Connected video door entry kits for villas
2-wire

BT-363950

Home + Security

BT-363915

Home + Security

One-family Wi-Fi connected video door entry kits
Easy interaction with the built-in Alexa voice assistant, either using the dedicated capacitive keys or with your voice to activate several functions,
such as the video door entry functions, Smart Home, scenarios, reminders etc. Can be managed through Home + Security App
(available for Android and iOS)
The App allows to use the main video internal unit functions (receiving calls, door lock release, display of the event timeline and activation of the
entrance panel/camera cycling). The Home + Security App, allows to manage also the products of Netatmo security range (outdoor and indoor
cameras, door and window sensors, indoor siren, smoke detector), to create a Smart security system

Pack Cat.Nos Classe 300EOS - Linea 3000 - Netatmo
smart outdoor camera connected kit

Complete connected kit
1 BT-363950 Comprising:

- Classe 300EOS hands-free connected
video internal unit with teleloop, built-in
Amazon Alexa voice assistant, 5" vertical
touch screen with LCD display and video
door entry answering machine
- Linea 3000 push-button entrance panel
with black finish zamak front cover, wide
angle colour camera and proximity reader
IP 54 and IK 10
Can be wall or flush-mounted with specific
accessories: flush mounted box
Cat.No BT-350020 and flush mounted
accessory Cat.No BT-343063 - to be
ordered separately
Can be fitted with rainshield
Cat.No BT-343053 - to be ordered
separately
- Netatmo Smart Outdoor Camera with
LED lighting spotlight, night vision and
motion detection - able to send real time
notification on smartphone in case of
unknown person or vehicle detection
- 6-module DIN rail mouting power supply
- Door lock relay accessory
- Set of coloured door lock release key
cards
- Set of door lock release clear discs
The kit also allows to create and manage
Smart Home functions, using the wired
SCS BUS solution or the Zigbee solution,
without the need for dedicated gateways

Additionnal internal units
Classe 300EOS hands-free connected
video internal unit with teleloop, built-in
Amazon Alexa voice assistant, 5" vertical
touch screen with LCD display and video
door entry answering machine

1 BT-344842  White
1 BT-344884  Black

Pack Cat.Nos Classe 300EOS with Netatmo
Linea 3000 connected video kit

Complete connected kit
Comprising:
- Classe 300EOS hands-free connected
video internal unit with built-in Amazon
Alexa voice assistant, 5" vertical touch
screen with LCD display and video door
entry answering machine
- Linea 3000 push-button entrance panel
with black finish zamak front cover, wide
angle colour camera and proximity reader
IP 54 and IK 10
Can be wall or flush-mounted with specific
accessories:
flush mounted box Cat.No BT-350020 and
flush mounted accessory
Cat.No BT-343063 - to be ordered
separately
Can be fitted with rainshield Cat.No
BT-343053 - to be ordered separately
- 6-module DIN rail mouting power supply
- Door lock relay accessory
- Set of coloured door lock release key cards
- Set of door lock release clear discs
The kit also allows to create and manage
Smart Home functions, using the wired
SCS BUS solution or the Zigbee solution,
without the need for dedicated
gateways

1 BT-363915  White
1 BT-363926  Black

Optional accessories

1 BT-350020 Plastic flush-mounting box suitable for
flush-mounting installation of Linea 3000
entrance panels of the kits
Cat.Nos BT-363915, BT-363926,
BT-363950, BT-364231, BT-364232,
BT-364612 and BT-364614

1 BT-343063 Flush-mounting frame accessory for
Linea 3000 entrance panels of the kits
Cat.Nos BT-363915, BT-363926 and
BT-363950

1 BT-343053 Rainshield accessory for Linea 3000
entrance panels of the kits
Cat.Nos BT-363915, BT-363926 and
BT-363950

Red catalogue numbers: New products

Products to be submitted to local tests to
ensure a perfect functioning
Please contact your local agency

Netatmo safety devices
p. 868-869

App. Home + Security available on
Google Play and the App Store

Selection chart p. 853
Wiring diagrams p. 858




